Tectonics-Related Geosites: Towards Accurate Nomenclature
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Abstract: Accurate nomenclature of geological heritage sites (geosites) is necessary to facilitate their description and territorial geodiversity evaluation (both important for sustainable development and efficient land-use planning). As suggested by previous geological heritage studies, tectonics-related geosites are termed differently and, chiefly, provisionally (e.g., as tectonic geosites or structural geosites). Moreover, the nomenclature should take into account modern advances in the understanding of some basic tectonic phenomena. We propose abandoning the separation of structural, neotectonic, and seismic types of geosites and replacing with a single tectonic type. This can be further subdivided into subtypes, although one should consider the complexities in the links between tectonic and other geological phenomena (e.g., unique seismic features are essentially tectonic, but these can be expressed via geomorphological or sedimentary features—a geosite retains tectonic and geomorphological/sedimentary types in this case). The development of accurate nomenclature of tectonics-related geosites requires debates by experts in geological heritage.
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1. Introduction

Geological heritage studies guide the rapidly changing direction of geoscience research [1–3]. Very different unique geological and geomorphological phenomena are reported from more and more places around the world, and this information feeds development of complex ideas such as geodiversity [4], geosystem services [5], and geoaesthetics [6–8]. These ideas are relevant to the general issues of sustainable development and land-use planning. Description and evaluation of geological heritage sites (geosites) require their precise nomenclature(s). Some versions of the latter have been proposed by Bradbury [9], Habibi et al. [10], Prosser et al. [11], and Ruban [12]. Many particular solutions have been offered in the case studies aimed at regional geological heritage characterization and geodiversity evaluation. Two principal approaches for developing geosite nomenclature dominate the research. One approach is based on classification of unique phenomena (sedimentary, structural, geomorphological, etc.). Another approach focuses on the form of representation of such phenomena (natural outcrop, roadcut, quarry, etc.). In fact, both approaches are utile and contribute to geological heritage description and evaluation [10].

The phenomena-based approach faces significant difficulties because it requires consideration of various geological objects and processes, which can be classified very differently. Geosite types
and subtypes can be established only provisionally, and construction of a really balanced, accurate nomenclature remains a desirable but almost unachievable task. Moreover, the nomenclature depends on the current understanding of the relevant phenomena. Any transformation in geoscience concepts and paradigms makes geosite nomenclature correction urgent. A typical example is tectonics-related geosites. On the one hand, different researchers tend to define them differently. Habibi et al. [10] reserved as much as three types for these geosites (structural, neotectonic, and seismic). On the other hand, there have been significant advances in the classification of tectonic phenomena [13], which should be fully taken into consideration. The objective of this brief paper is to consider the evidence of tectonics-related geosites and to make tentative proposals for making their nomenclature more accurate. This chiefly terminological paper does not pretend to explore the comprehensive characteristics of these sorts of geosites. This remains a task for future research.

2. Experience-Based Evidence

Unique tectonic features have been reported from many geosites. The serious question is how these features were termed. Several examples demonstrating the diversity of options are given below.

Tectonic features (general term): Basilone and Di Maggio [14] suggested that the Monte Gallo geosite (Italy) boasted tectonic peculiarities. Panizza [7] noted that some key unique geological features representing in the geosites of the Dolomites (Italy) are tectonic. The tectonic elements of the geological heritage of the Viana Do Castelo Municipality (Portugal) were considered by Carvalhido et al. [15].

Structural features (structures such as fold, faults, nappes, etc.): Erikstad et al. [16] mentioned structural features as components of the geological heritage of the Oslo area (Norway). Structural uniqueness was reported for the Minas do Camaquã Geosite Protection Area (Brazil) by Von Ahn and Simon [17]. Nazaruddin [18] recognized structural sites in the Deli District (Malaysia). The Khamyshki-Lipovaja geosite (Western Caucasus, Russia) provided the opportunity to observe structures, namely simple folds and faults [19], and in more recent investigations excellent natural exposures of these structural elements were found (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Small fold (left) and thrust (right) in the Khamyshki-Lipovaja geosite (photo by N.V. Ruban).](image)

Neotectonic features (Late Cenozoic tectonic activity): Kazanci [20] suggested that the relevance of some geosites near Ankara to the neotectonic development of the western Pontides stresses their uniqueness. The Azish-Tau 4500 viewpoint geosite in Mountainous Adygeya (Russia) offers...
a panoramic view of the landforms (mountain ranges and the river valley), providing a clue to the understanding of the neotectonic uplift of the Western Caucasus (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. The Azish-Tau 4500 viewpoint geosite displaying landforms created by partly differential neotectonic uplift of the Western Caucasus (photo by A.V. Mikhailenko).](image2)

(Palaeo)seismic features (signatures of recent and past earthquakes): Piacentini et al. [21] characterized the Mount Serrone fault geosite (Italy) as representing seismic activity. Tang [22] reported on the Hanwang Earthquake Memorial Park (China), which displays the consequences of a big recent earthquake. Üner et al. [23] suggested seismites exposed near the Lake Van (Turkey) as a kind of geological heritage. The morphology of the Monakh Mountain geosite (Figure 3) and individual blocks at its toe are evidence of the regular seismic activity in the Western Caucasus (Russia).

![Figure 3. The Monakh Mountain geosite showing cliffs (red arrow) sculptured partly by huge block detachment after small historical and recent earthquakes (photo by D.A. Ruban).](image3)
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The experience-based evidence given above implies that tectonics-related geosites are termed in different ways, and the preferred nomenclature remains vague. For instance, the same features
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The experience-based evidence given above implies that tectonics-related geosites are termed in different ways, and the preferred nomenclature remains vague. For instance, the same features (e.g., exposed folds) can be called either tectonic or structural. Some typical structural elements (e.g., faults) can be related to both neotectonic activity and seismicity [21]. Moreover, many unique tectonics-related features are essentially geomorphological.

Tectonics is a vast field of knowledge, although it has become common to make distinction between tectonics sensu stricto, neotectonics, active tectonics, and seismicity. The main reason is that relevant features represent different times and rates of tectonic processes. However, the “fresh” synthesis of the tectonic knowledge provided by Wu and Hu [13] implies that the terms used for these phenomena are haphazard (neotectonics and active tectonics have been defined in different geologic time frames), closely related (seismicity is linked to both neotectonics and active tectonics), and understood in connection to some other fields of geoscience research (e.g., neotectonics ‘enters’ the field of geomorphology). The ‘boundaries’ between the relevant definitions seems to be smooth. In such cases, it is sensible neither to continue mixing the basic terms (as suggested by the experience-based evidence), nor to separate several types of tectonics-related geosites (as proposed by Habibi et al. [10] and Ruban [13]). A single type, namely the tectonic type, seems to be preferable. This type has to embrace geological heritage representing the both tectonic objects (folds, faults, etc.) and tectonic processes (modern and ancient). Indeed, some processes are too large-scale (e.g., lithospheric plate motion), too deep (e.g., mantle plume emplacement), and/or too slow (e.g., orogenesis). However, if the relevant features are unique, the geosites representing these features have limited visibility, which is not so uncommon in the practice of geological heritage management [24].

Depending on the needs of particular research projects, the tectonic type geosites can be subdivided into several subtypes by the same principle with which paleogeographical geosites were classified [25]. However, two complexities should be noted (Figure 4). First, tectonic objects and processes are usually visualized via structures. If this is the case, it is possible to restrict the definition of the structural subtype to only the natural ‘geometrical’ forms. Second, some subtypes seeming to be obvious (from the point of view of tectonics) are located, in fact, at an intersection of different fields of geoscience knowledge. The three typical situations are as follows (Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Conceptual representation of some principal tectonics-related constituents of geological heritage.

Tectonics-anchored intersection: Geosites demonstrating seismic activity are essentially tectonic, though this activity can be expressed by geomorphological (surface ruptures) or sedimentary (seismite
deposits) features. This subtype should be included in the tectonic type, although geosites bearing this subtype are complex, i.e., they include tectonic and geomorphological/sedimentary types.

Other discipline-anchored intersection: Geosites demonstrating an affinity to past continental blocks (e.g., affinity to Rodinia) or terrane chains (e.g., affinity to the Galatian Superterrane) provide important information for palaeotectonic reconstructions. However, these are more relevant to the configuration of land and water masses, i.e., to palaeogeography, and these geosites should be attributed to a particular subtype of the palaeogeographical type.

Compromise intersection: Neotectonic geosites are linked to both tectonic activity and landform evolution. Although these represent tectonic development according to the modern stress field, these geosites look ‘physically’ like landforms. In such cases, it is unnecessary to separate the neotectonical type or to distinguish the neotectonical subtype within either the tectonic or geomorphological types. It appears better to judge such geosites as complex and as belonging simultaneously to the tectonic and geomorphological types; in each case, a proper subtype can be chosen.

In conclusion, this paper highlights the nomenclatural complexity of tectonics-related geosites. The currently observed inconsistencies in terminology and definitions should be avoided. Only the tectonic type of geosite should be distinguished. Further discussions and negotiations between world experts in geological heritage are necessary to fix the problem and to make the nomenclature of tectonics-related geosites more accurate. This is particularly necessary to facilitate the assessment of territorial geological resources. For instance, the accurate nomenclature of geosites improves geodiversity evaluation, the outcomes of which are important for efficient land management.

Tectonics-related geosites provide an example of unjustified nomenclature in geosite typology. The development of this nomenclature should be conducted by experts from particular fields of geosciences, as well as by specialists in geological heritage. Moreover, it is sensible to apply the modern approaches of content analysis to the professional texts and web-pages in order to make judgments about the frequency of use of different terms and to detect terminological preferences within the international research community.
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